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WHY DO WE DO RITUALS? 

 

The Priestess has been doing rituals since time immemorial for a variety of 

reasons and to a variety of ends (intentions/results). Every ritual must be 

felt/known by the facilitator for it to be effective, but does not mean you cannot 

run your own ritual if you don’t fully understand all aspects of the ritual. What 

is the intention? Intention is everything. Who else is involved? Who isn’t 

welcome (seen or unseen)? How can I surround my rituals with love, grace, 

skill and clarity for the greatest result? Rituals can be done alone or in group, 

but the group, reason, methods and space do matter! 

 

In Wicca, a modern day path combing mostly ancient European Pagan ways, 

ritual is conducted by both a Priest and a Priestess, honoring and bringing 

forth both the masculine and feminine principles, the God & Goddess. In other 

rituals across cultures, there may be a specific Rite of Passage, like the 

Mexican “Quincaneros” when a young woman turns 16, or a Berber post-

partum nurturing-the-mother ritual done by and for women only. At other 

times, the whole community may come out for days, if not weeks, to partake in 

plant medicine wisdom, undergo certain rites of passage of the Peyote plant, 

the elements, deer wisdom messages and community building, such as the 

northern Mexican Huichol peoples. And, of course, most Priestesses, no matter 

what culture or epoc, be them modern day Wiccans, Cuban Santeria 

Priestesses of the Orishas, or Hmong medicine women and fortune tellers, 

honor the cycles, the seasons and major earthly changes in the way of Equinox 

and Solstice. 

 

For you, at this time, it is best to acquaint yourself with the amazing range of 

possibility of how to use your personal ritual time to create rituals and routines 

that help keep you centered, grounded and in a flow state as you begin to 

share your gifts with the world. That’s what Priestess Apprentice Level One is 

menat to do, prepare you to build that altar, build that muscle memory of 

spiritual devotion, to build that self-love commitment into daily, weekly, yearly 

practice. 

 

Once this is achieved, as you will be asked to continue in the following three 

months after our group meets (formally) through a series of provided rituals, 

you can begin to confidently and lovingly share ritual in group, as facilitator, as 



healer, as one who commits to the Earth and her medicine. At first, it is best to 

follow rituals according to script, unless, of course, you feel there is something 

terribly wrong or unethical with something someone has provided you. After 

practicing – and feeling into it, creating a rhythm and a reason – you can begin 

to alter rituals OR create your own rituals to suit your needs or the needs of 

your own community.  

 

I am under the premise that while not every woman is a Priestess (big “P”), 

every woman or woman identified embodied soul can call herself “priestess” 

(small “p”), one who is fully capable of healing herself, creating personal altars, 

doing her art, or running a sister group to share feelings or to nurture one 

another. She is even capable of officiating rites of passage for her beloveds. 

Just like Reiki, at level one we begin with self and close ones. As we practice, 

get attuned and heighten our commitment, skills and power, we feel more 

capable of holding space in deep ways for others and, perhaps, even healing or 

creating magick which altars the lives of others.  

 

The big “P” comes with practice, though. It comes when you have been called. 

Spirit tells you. Most likely, you have a big chance here to receive that blessing, 

it has called you in some way already. Now, it is up to you to heed the call, do 

the work, maybe not work so much, be in silence, be in sister circle. If you are 

reading this, you have, most likely already conducted a series of rituals 

provided by Priestess Apprentice. So let’s dive a little deeper into next steps. 

Why ritual?  

 

 

WHEN NOT TO DO RITUAL? 

 

 When we are angry 

 When we are sick 

 When we are confused or tired 

 When we don’t know why we are doing it 

 When we don’t “feel it” or “trust” the ritual group or ritual facilitator 

 When we are menstruating, if it involves others, especially non-

menstruating peoples 

 When we sense there is misalignment or “bad” energy and we are not 

ready, skilled or wanting to fight said entities/forces 

 

TYPES OF RITUAL 

 

There are so many reasons to do ceremony, from religious to everyday habits. 

You will know the ones that work for you. Better yet, you have all of the 



ceremonial tools you need waiting inside of you. Of course, we can categorize 

some so you have a better idea of what to look at or what to create, always 

using what you’ve learned from Priestess Apprentice Level One as your guide 

and compass! 

 

HERE ARE SOME GENERAL CATEGORIES THAT MIGHT ASSIST YOUR 

SEARCHES: 

 

We do… 

 

1. CEREMONIAL RITUAL  

2. FOLK RITUAL/MAGICK passed down as simple or complex medicine 

techniques, prayers, talismans for protection and the like 

3. LOW MAGIC CEREMONIES – Earth magic, everyday spiritual rituals 

4. HIGH MAGIC CEREMONIES – Changing the weather, outcomes, 

communities, multi-dimensional arenas, large scale, one must know what she 

is doing! 

5. DIVINATION – Seeking answers using certain tools (Tarot etc.) 

6. CELEBRATION/COMMEMORATION  

7. MEDICINE CEREMONIES  

8. SHAMANIC OR ENERGETIC CLEARINGS/HEALINGS 

9. PILGRIMAGE 

10. LOSS CEREMONY 

11. RITES OF INITIATION, TO SHOW CHANGE 

12. RITUALS TO PREPARE PERSON FOR NEXT STATGE/JOURNEY 

13. TO HONOR THE DEAD OR NETERU (GODS/GODDESSES) 

14. TO ASK FOR ANSWERS OR FAVORS 

15. TO PUT A SPELL OR CURSE SOMEONE 

 

And, so many more reasons, some of the greatest good, others not so much. 

Always check your self, who you are leading, how you conduct ceremony, 

where your information comes from and whose ceremony you might be 

attending (are they in right relations, trustworthy? What does your gut say)? 

 

Here are some common rituals performed by priestesses, medicine people and 

spiritual leaders around the world, but often in WICCA, pagan faith and in 

linages such as this… 

 

SOME COMMON RITUALS WE PERFORM 

 

 New Moon Intentions/New Beginnings (Alone) 

 Full Moon Cleansings & Letting Go Ceremony (Alone or in Sacred Group) 



 Spring & Fall Equinox 

 Summer & Winter Solstice 

 The 13 Esbats & 8 Sabbaths of Wicca (if a Wicca practioner) 

 Four Directions Ritual 

 Mother Earth/Father Sky Ritual 

 Rites of Passage (Birth, Death, Sickness, Union/Marriage/Handfasting, 

Coming of Age/Menses/Manhood, Dissolving Unions/Divorce, etc)  

 Womb Clearing Ritual 

 Sacred Union “Calling In” Ritual (Divine Masculine/Divine Feminine 

within, or a Calling in of a Partner) 

 Sacred Sexuality with a Partner or Group (Sexual or not) 

 Womb Blessing/Fertility/Fecundity Ritual 

 Birth Way Ritual 

 Red Tent Women’s Circle Rituals 

 Forgiveness Ceremony 

 Daily Gratitude Rituals 

 Body Love Ritual (& Routine) 

 Ancestor Ritual (A Calling In, A Clearing, A Thanking) 

 Casting Spells, Magick (Influencing others, groups) 

 Mother Wound Ritual  

 Naming Ceremony 

 Return from Vision Quest (“Dark Night of the Soul”, Death, Loss, Soul 

Loss…) 

 Soul Retrieval with a Skilled Practitioner  

 Finding Your Neter (God/Goddess Helper, Spirit Guide) 

 OTHER: Go find it! 

 

  


